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still, there's no denying that skyfall is a big, fun spectacle, and the bond franchise has rarely been at
the top of its game in terms of production values. if the movie were somehow made by, say, the
bourne identity or reservoir dogs (both very good uhd editions), then it would have been a much

better release. but this is the best one we've had since 'casino royale', so let's forget the missteps
and just enjoy it for what it is: a slick, flashy, and brilliantly entertaining midnight movie. almost

immediately we get to the film's centerpiece, javier bardem as mr. silva, a body double for bond's
ally and nemesis, raoul silva (jos� fernando medina). mr. silva is a competent assassin, but bond's

specialty is impersonation, not martial arts. in order to get inside silva's head, bond has to work from
the inside out, enlisting silva's estranged daughter tracy, who aids bond in the endeavor. the

intricate plot begins to develop as the bond/silva segments open up to involve other characters as
well. yet the biggest question 'skyfall' poses is what happens next. after all, there are no additional
films in the james bond franchise, or even any other significant character development planned in

the films that follow. will the stories continue to intrigue in the following installments? i just received
a disc copy of skyfall in the mail today with the previous, well-received blu-ray release and the
additional offering. i also have the first two james bond film entries from this past year (2012's
"quantum of solace" and 2011's "skyfall"), and it is quite clear that the studio simply wants to

release everything they can as fast as possible to as wide an audience as possible. the beauty of the
'uhd' is that you have access to the extras that were offered on the original release, which is helpful.

also, you have access to the added featurettes that were offered with the blu-ray release.
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deckard on his very last mission. it's inescapable. the angel on his shoulder has to come for him. it's
going to happen. bond is going to die. in the 24th 007 film, there is no hero. there is only he. and it's
a death that comes sooner than we've seen in any of the films before. but if you go back to the first

title, dr. no, there was no such darkness. it was a simple story, told with plenty of heart. bond's
greatest enemy is himself. he's a control freak, a sadist, and a megalomaniac. there is nothing

redeemable about bond, and he's nothing more than a mouthpiece for the villains. the difference in
how the series is approaching its conclusion is that while the last two films toyed with bond being
redeemed, they never really gave him a chance to be redeemed. in 'skyfall', we meet bond at his

most bitter, and yet it still comes as no surprise when he destroys his greatest enemy. ironically, a
studio that is synonymous with great martial arts films has failed to produce an unequivocal martial

arts film. there was the sort of crappiness that even bruce lee had to put up with in the game of
death ("you learned well. the fist? you learned nothing."), but even those movies had action

sequences that were exciting and kinetic. this version of "skyfall" is only as good as the villain, but
the fight sequences are poor to say the least. the choreography is flat and usually empty. even the
big one where bond endangers a bunch of goons and a helicopter, with the stunt crew just standing
there while a bus of them falls out of the sky, lacks the impact or fury that it could have had. bond's
fight choreography with silva is the highlight of the sequence, but even he is technically unsteady at

times. bardem's fight with bond is even less memorable, involving a hardcore scene where he
smashes through glass with his head, and tossing sheets of metal around in an effort to murder a

train. 5ec8ef588b
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